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In early 2016, fellow clarinettists and old school friends, Peter Matthews and Dave Ellis, were talking 

about their love of music and bemoaning the fact that they couldn‟t find an Orchestra in the North 

Downs area that didn‟t expect Grade 5 minimum or require auditions. In a flash they decided that 

if nothing existed then they would create one! An Orchestra for musicians that expected no exams 

or auditions or pressure, didn‟t mind how rusty you were or how long it was since you‟d last dusted 

the cobwebs from your instrument – just a love of music, a sense of fun and a desire to make music 

together. 

 

They put adverts out on social media, contacted all the local music teachers and, quite literally, 

accosted people on railway stations carrying instruments to see if they were interested. 

 

On Wednesday 23rd March 2016, the North Downs Community Orchestra held its first rehearsal at 

the Endeavour Scout Headquarters on Godstone Green. The turnout was amazing, not just 

because of the number of musicians who arrived to play but also because Peter and Dave had 

secured the services of Shona Fenion, a young and talented violinist to conduct the orchestra. In 

addition, they had persuaded the comedian and musician, Rainer  Hersch, to be the Patron – and 

he turned up to that first rehearsal complete with viola which he was learning to play. 

 

Since that evening in spring, the Orchestra has gone from strength to strength and it is truly 

staggering to reflect on what has been achieved since that initial rehearsal. 

 

Although our first performance playing at the Godstone celebration of the Queen‟s Birthday was 

disappointingly cancelled due to the weather, we held an impromptu concert on Godstone Green 

one very sunny summer‟s evening to an enthusiastic, if somewhat surprised audience of friends, 

passers-by and dog walkers. Not to mention some very young, aspiring conductors. 

 

In October 2016, we played our first „proper‟ concert at the Edenbridge Centre, conducted by 

Shona, where Waitrose presented us with a cheque for £1000 to support our efforts and allow the 

Orchestra to perform the concert for free. The programme featured what has become an 

Orchestra favourite, the Dam Busters March, along with other well-known works from the classical 

and film genres. Cakes and refreshments were provided, along with a raffle and a good time was 

had by musicians and audience alike.   

 

In December, we held another free concert of Christmas favourites in St Mark‟s Church, Reigate, by 

kind permission of the vicar, this time ably conducted by Jackey Birch. The Orchestra were 

applauded by a large and enthusiastic audience who were in fine voice singing along to many 

favourite carols and joining in playing bells and shakers during Jingle Bells. 

 

With no rest for the wicked, the Orchestra was back at Scout Headquarters in mid-December to 

rehearse for the First Birthday Concert on March 19th 2017. Due to a generous donation from the 

Hazelwood School Community Fund, which included a performance in their new and beautifully 

appointed concert venue, Bawtree Hall, the Orchestra excelled itself with a programme that 

included Pomp and Circumstance March No.4., the Toreador‟s Song from Carmen Suite No.2, the 

theme from Jurassic Park and was rounded off with a magical and rousing performance of Grieg‟s 

Hall of the Mountain King. Shona conducted again and we were delighted that the programme 

included our first premiere.  

 

We were thrilled when local composer Nick Drewe agreed to write a piece of music especially for 

the Orchestra and the result was „Something‟s Stirring on Godstone Green‟. Nick attended 

rehearsals and took his inspiration from the location of our rehearsals and even some of the music 

we played. The result was inspiring and following the first performance at Bawtree Hall has become 

a firm favourite. 

 

In addition to the 3 main concerts, the Orchestra found time to take part in a charity musical 

marathon at St John‟s Church in Smith Square in London. Conducted by Isabel Stoppani de Berrié 



and joined by friends from the Croydon Orchestral Ensemble this was an opportunity for the 

Orchestra to perform at one of the most prestigious musical venues in London, if not the UK, and 

raise money for charity. 

 

In April 2016, some members of the Orchestra were interviewed live on Meridian FM107 radio station 

to tell the story of the Orchestra and attract new members.  

 

In July the Horsham Symphony Orchestra and Horsham 2nd Orchestra hosted an Orchestral 

Workshop with Handel's music for the Royal Fireworks giving some of our members an unforgettable 

experience.  

 

In the summer we took part in the BBC Proms Virtual Orchestra, recording our rendition of Bizet‟s 

Toreador‟s Song from Carmen Suite No.2 and were excited when we were included in the video 

played on the Last Night of the Proms. 

 

In January 2017 a group of members joined Peter Fender as he led an Introduction to Conducting 

workshop.  With a broad syllabus and plenty of practical experience, it was very enlightening and 

the attendees came away with immense respect for those who have already mastered the art of 

conducting.   

 

The aforementioned grant from Hazelwood School Community Grant has allowed the Orchestra to 

hold regular strings and wind sectionals allowing these sections to concentrate on their orchestral 

parts and also to rehearse music specifically for that section. These sectional rehearsals have been 

ably led by Shona (for strings) and the talented and wonderful trombonist Richard Cross.  

 

Attendance has held up well over the year. There are around 40 regular players with between 20 

and 25 turning out to every rehearsal. We are well represented in the wind section (flutes, clarinets 

and oboes) but would love to attract more strings and brass – but then, what amateur Orchestra 

wouldn‟t?! 

 

In November/December we sent a “How‟s it going” survey to our members. We had 21 responses 

which confirmed that people were generally happy with the ethos and direction of the group, 

enjoyed the wide variety of musical genres and liked to drop in and out of rehearsals and take 

breaks if necessary.  As a result we have continued with our “pay as you play” policy for 

subscriptions.   

 

In terms of finances, the grants from Waitrose and the Hazelwood School Community Fund have 

helped enormously in terms of purchasing music and allowing us to put on free concerts. We have 

settled on a rehearsal charge of £5/rehearsal which suits the members‟ pockets and provides them 

with flexibility. The aim for the future is to become self-funding which might mean charging for 

concerts or asking for donations.   

 

There are many people to thank for the continuing success of the Orchestra. Shona has been the 

most marvellous teacher, conductor and inspiration both of the Orchestra and the string section. 

Jackey Birch, who stood in as conductor and helped us develop our repertoire, especially the 

Christmas carols. We are very grateful to Nick Drewe who wrote our very own composition and to 

Richard Cross who has ably led our Wind sectionals and deputised as conductor on a few 

occasions. Dr Brian Wilshere, MD of Croydon Orchestral Ensemble, also conducted us for a couple 

of rehearsals and gave us much support. And of course Peter and Dave without whom there would 

be no North Downs Community Orchestra. 

 

Many members have helped at concerts, attended committee meetings and helped with music 

and refreshments – there are too many to mention.  We would like to thank the Godstone 

community in general and particularly the Godstone First Scouts for allowing us flexible use of their 

charming headquarters, Endeavour, on the green. 

 

It has been a busy year; a musical year; a challenging year. But most of all we hope it‟s been a fun 

year for all involved.  

 
The Committee 

03/05/17 


